RIDE THE CYCLONE
A NEW MUSICAL
Experience is a jewel, and it had need be so, for it is often purchased at an infinite rate.”

—The Merry Wives of Windsor
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RIDE THE CYCLONE

DANCE THAT DEFIES PHYSICAL LOGIC

FALL SERIES OCTOBER 15–18
Treat your eyes to the intricate and wildly entertaining geometry of one of the world’s foremost artists: William Forsythe. Join us for a showcase of his kinetic choreography, and the boundless potential of the human form.

Save 20% on tickets with code CYCLONE*
www.chicagoshakes.com
312-595-5600

DANCE WITH US

LOU CONTE DANCE STUDIO at the Hubbard Street Dance Center

Movers of all ages and abilities are welcome to dance year-round at the Lou Conte Dance Studio. With more than 70 classes each week, from ballet to hip-hop, we’ve got moves for everyone from absolute beginners to seasoned professionals.

“O earth, I will befriend thee.” ~W.S.

HUBBARD STREET DANCE CHICAGO

Chicago Shakespeare Theater
800 E. Grand on Navy Pier
Chicago, Illinois 60611
312-595-5600
www.chicagoshakes.com
©2015 Chicago Shakespeare Theater
All rights reserved.

artistic director: Barbara Gaines
executive director: Criss Henderson

This series is sponsored by the Harris Theater for Music and Dance, with support from Sandy and Jack Guthman through the Imagine campaign.
The Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Lead Foundation Sponsor
Hubbard Street Dancer Emilie Leriche. Photo by Todd Rosenberg.

“above: Ride the Cyclone set rendering by Scott Davis”

Try a FREE beginner class at our Open House on November 13.
hubbardstreetdance.com/LCDS
Photos by Todd Rosenberg.
Shakespeare was an entrepreneur. A prolific playwright, yes, but also an inventive producer and progressive artist. At Chicago Shakespeare, we honor this legacy by producing surprising, bold interpretations of his plays that connect to modern audiences like no other company in the world. Expanding beyond his canon, the impulses of our artistic collective have led us to collaborate with some of the most creative playwrights of our time. And as a result, powerful new work that bears Shakespeare’s mark of genius has been created.

The new work program at Chicago Shakespeare, helmed by Creative Producer Rick Boynton, has perhaps the widest range of projects in process of any initiative of its kind. Over the past year alone, in addition to \textit{Ride the Cyclone}, our team has shepherded an astonishing range of new work, including: the hip-hop musical \textit{A Q Brothers’ Christmas Carol}; \textit{Since I Suppose}, a technology-infused, pedestrian journey based on \textit{Measure for Measure}; South African playwright Omphile Molusi’s startling work on apartheid, \textit{Cadre}; and this spring’s smash hit \textit{Sense and Sensibility} by Paul Gordon, a musical adaptation of the Jane Austen classic.

We’re thrilled to have you here today to mark the American premiere of \textit{Ride the Cyclone}. If it is your first time with us, we hope you’ll be back for more. Because, at Chicago’s home for Shakespeare, you just never know what theatrical adventure will await you!
A Q BROTHERS’ CHRISTMAS CAROL
written by GQ, JQ, Jackson Doran and Postell Pringle
developed with Rick Boynton • directed by GQ and JQ
a Chicago Shakespeare production
presented by CST and Richard Jordan Productions

SHAKESPEARE 400 CHICAGO
is a yearlong international arts festival, celebrating four centuries of the playwright’s rich legacy. Held at cultural institutions across the city, it will feature the world’s great theater, dance, literature, music, food and spectacle. For details, visit www.shakespeare400chicago.com.

SHAKESPEARE 400 CHICAGO
is a yearlong international arts festival, celebrating four centuries of the playwright’s rich legacy. Held at cultural institutions across the city, it will feature the world’s great theater, dance, literature, music, food and spectacle. For details, visit www.shakespeare400chicago.com.
Developing New Works

Inspired by the brilliance of William Shakespeare, we identify, support and nurture writers and creators whose ideas are as big and audacious as our “resident” playwright. These voices are crucial to our mission and make our artistic life at CST richer and stronger.

Three years ago director Rachel Rockwell, with whom we have shared a long and fruitful artistic relationship, sent me a script and score to a new musical, called Ride the Cyclone. Rachel had seen the piece performed in Canada and was considering working on it with the writers, Jacob Richmond and Brooke Maxwell, for a United States premiere.

I will never forget reading it and hearing the music for the first time. When I finished, I sat in my chair, stunned and wholly surprised by what I had just listened to and read. It was daring, fresh, darkly funny, and it packed an emotional punch that stayed with me for a very long time. The show was bold and full of big ideas. The combination of a fabulous pastiche score, a quirky and unique point of view, a deliciously dark sense of humor, and the poignant exploration of a life well-lived was something that resonated deeply—and we could not pass up the opportunity to work on it. We knew we wanted to share this signature musical with our audience.

For the past two years, we have collaborated with Brooke, Jacob and Rachel, developing Ride the Cyclone for its US premiere here at CST. Now we are excited to add you to our creative venture.

We thank you for being here. Welcome to the ride.

Rick Boynton
Creative Producer
To launch the 2015/16 Subscription Season, co-directors Aaron Posner and Teller (of Penn & Teller) have assembled an illustrious group of artists to realize the world of The Tempest, now playing in CST’s Courtyard Theater through November 8. Inspired by the magic and music integral to Shakespeare’s text, they have reimagined Prospero’s enchanted island as a Dust Bowl tent show of trickery and amazement. Here, the deposed duke (played by Larry Yando) casts visceral, disorienting spells on his foes; songs by Tom Waits and Kathleen Brennan are performed by a live band; and mind-bending movement from the modern dance company Pilobolus animates a Caliban evocative of a circus sideshow. All pieces come together to spellbind audiences in Shakespeare’s wondrous tale of revenge and forgiveness.

Joining the world in marking Shakespeare’s 400-year legacy in 2016, Shakespeare 400 Chicago unites our city’s leading cultural and creative institutions through a yearlong international arts festival. Spearheaded by Chicago Shakespeare Theater, this quadricentennial celebration will host over 400 artists from around the globe to explore how Shakespeare’s words continue to inspire the world’s great theater, dance, literature, music, food and spectacle. Aligning Chicago with cultural capitals around the world, Shakespeare 400 Chicago will import work from London, Mumbai, Shanghai, Hamburg and more—creating a global celebration akin to the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 and the Century of Progress Exposition.

Chicago’s citywide summertime tradition, Chicago Shakespeare in the Parks, wrapped up its fourth summer, delighting audiences in neighborhoods across the city. Continuing to break attendance records, this summer’s tour of Shakespeare’s Greatest Hits traveled to eighteen parks, from Portage Park to Englewood, performing twenty-six free shows for nearly 30,000 Chicagoleans of all ages. Shakespeare in the Parks helped inaugurate a new park on Chicago’s south side: previously part of the US Steel Complex, Steelworkers Park provided the perfect opening venue for our tour bringing Shakespeare to Chicago—Free for All. This unique initiative is made possible year after year by a groundbreaking partnership with the Chicago Park District and The Boeing Company.

Never too early to start spreading a little holiday joy, CST is proud to bring Chicago’s newest holiday tradition, A Q Brothers’ Christmas Carol, back to the theater Upstairs at Chicago Shakespeare, beginning November 28. This talented ensemble uniquely remixes the classic Dickens tale with DJ Super Nova—an integral part of the creative process. Nova has helped mix over thirty holiday songs into the fabric of the adaptation and will, again, spin live tracks at every Q Brothers’ Christmas Carol performance this season. Nova has played alongside acts such as Fabolous, Lupe Fiasco, O.A.R. and Pitbull, his musical styling can be heard across colleges, radio stations, and nightclubs throughout the states and internationally in South Africa.

Photo credits, from left: Larry Yando and Eva Louise Balistrieri in The Tempest; “Sonnet” by Ed Paschke, courtesy Maya Polsky Gallery. On permanent display at Chicago Shakespeare Theater on Navy Pier: Mayor Rahm Emanuel and the ensemble of Chicago Shakespeare in the Parks; Shakespeare’s Greatest Hits; DJ Super Nova in A Q Brothers’ Christmas Carol. Photos by Michael Brosilow, Liz Lauren, Calvin Steinken.
A Conversation with the Creators

Co-creators Jacob Richmond and Brooke Maxwell discuss their original musical, now making its US premiere at Chicago Shakespeare.

CST: Let’s start with the basics—how do you talk about this piece? What is it? And what inspired you to create this unusual story?

Brooke Maxwell: I think the line that I always say is, ‘Six kids died on a rollercoaster and are then brought back to life by the fortune-telling machine. But it’s funny.’ I try to say that as quickly as possible before people can go, ‘Oh, it sounds so dark and sad.’

Jacob Richmond: The inspiration for the project came from how we read every day in the newspaper that forty people died in a tragedy the idea of someone being a statistic in a mass tragedy—and how hard it is to wrap your head around what their individual lives meant. It’s about humanizing the idea of a mass tragedy, which in truth contains hundreds of stories that are interrupted. We wanted to have each individual be reflected in their own music. There’s a thematic reason for why there’s a tribute to David Bowie, why there’s kind of garage band in there, and French cabaret, hip hop, pop, New Orleans swing.

BM: To reinforce the individuality in all of the characters.

JR: Yeah, that each individual, like their fingerprint, has a different sound or different sonic world they’re coming from. But they all complement each other and feel organic in the context of the whole.

Brooke is so adept at writing different styles of music. Each one of them represents an aspect of a community. You’ve got the politician; you’ve got the kind of almost religious figure in Ricky Potts; you’ve got the artist Noel; you’ve got the kind of proletariat worker Constance; and you’ve got Jane Doe, the outsider of that community. But it’s the idea of the community, of them all representing an aspect of a dying small town.

I was born in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. In a self-effacing country, Saskatchewan is the most self-effacing. I really wanted to take my memories of that place and glorify it, make it spectacular. And that emerges as another theme: people being ashamed of where they’re from, or the idea that one town is lesser than another. Or that one person’s existence is lesser than another’s. People say, ‘Oh, it’s a shame they never got to live their life.’ But that person still did have a life and it had a validity and a kind of a beauty to it. Yes, it’s great if somebody won a gold medal, but if somebody else raised a couple of kids, that life also has value. Because it’s not a contest, basically. When we lose loved ones, it isn’t for some philosophical reason. It’s just a horrible fact of life. So that was another idea we were trying to play with: honoring somebody being taken in a kind of unfair, terrible manner, and celebrating the life they lived as opposed to the event that took them.

BM: ‘Celebration of life’ is clichéd, but actually it is that in the truest sense. It really does celebrate these individual characters. There’s so much joy in it.
Can you talk about the role of Jane Doe in your story?

JR: Jane came from exploring the idea of a loss that is absolutely out of any context. Like the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier or the person in the tragedy who isn’t even remembered or they can’t even physically find their body. How can you actually personify that character? And so we came up with Jane Doe, and then evolved the idea that she had a doll’s head—because how do you do a headless person onstage?

The Amazing Karnak came about because I needed some form of framing device, and came up with the image of the old penny arcade omniscient machine being the ‘über’ narrator.

JR: There is a caustic sense of humor to it, but just like life, I think, right? When you’re dealing with a subject like death, which certainly the piece explores, you have to be kind of gentle because everyone has experienced the loss of someone.

What about the role of Karnak in the story?

JR: The Amazing Karnak came about because we needed some form of framing device, and came up with the image of the old penny arcade omniscient machine being the ‘über’ narrator. I’ve always loved just the aesthetic of those machines. Karnak is a curmudgeon with this very dry sense of humor. Within the context, I think he adds a sense of magical realism. And it’s a very Charlie Brown world: Karnak is kind of the only adult, and the parent is a machine. The funny thing is, the more I tried to explain him in the draft, the less he worked. With those little mystical creatures, the less you know about them, the more they work, right? Don’t ever explain them.
Celebrate Shakespeare’s 400-year legacy with Chicago's most flexible theater subscription. Choose a classic package or create your own, starting at just $45 a play.

THE TEMPEST
Aaron Posner and Teller (of Penn & Teller) direct a magic-filled show, with music by Tom Waits and choreography from Pilobolus.

THE HEIR APPARENT
Tony Award-winner John Rando directs this boisterous romp from playwright David Ives.

OTHELLO
Fresh from the Royal Shakespeare Company, the acclaimed British director Jonathan Munby returns to Chicago.

FOREIGN FIRE: SPRING 2016
EDWARD III, HENRY V, HENRY VI, PART 1
CIVIL STRIFE: FALL 2016
HENRY VI, PARTS 2 & 3, RICHARD III
In the spirit of addictive epic sagas, like Scandal and House of Cards, Artistic Director Barbara Gaines’ electrifying adaptation, Tug of War, distills six plays into two action-packed dramas.

RIDE THE CYCLONE
book, music and lyrics by JACOB RICHMOND and BROOKE MAXWELL

Scenic Design SCOTT DAVIS
Costume Design THERESA HAM
Lighting Design GREG HOFMANN
Projection Design MIKE TUTAJ
Sound Design PALMER JANKENS
Additional Sound Design BROOKE MAXWELL and JACOB RICHMOND
Wig and Make-up Design MELISSA VEAL
Casting BOB MASON
Production Stage Manager DENNIS CONNERS
Orchestrations BROOKE MAXWELL
Music Director DOUG PECK

directed and choreographed by RACHEL ROCKWELL

ARTISTIC INNOVATION PARTNER
The Davee Foundation
NEW WORK PARTNER
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

ComEd is the official lighting design sponsor of Chicago Shakespeare Theater. The development of Ride the Cyclone was supported in part by the Chicago Music Theatre Endowment.

Welcome. If we can help accommodate you during your visit, please speak with our House Manager. Please note that flashing lights and haze may be used during this performance. Also, actors will make entrances and exits throughout the theater. For your safety, we ask that you keep aisles and doorways clear. We request that you refrain from taking any photography and other video or audio recordings of the production.
Cast (in order of appearance)

The Amazing Karnak
The Amazing Karnak
Ocean O’Connell Rosenberg
Ocean O’Connell Rosenberg
Constance Blackwood
Constance Blackwood
Ricky Potts
Ricky Potts
Noel Gruber
Noel Gruber
Mischa Bachinski
Mischa Bachinski
Jane Doe
Jane Doe

*denotes member of Actors’ Equity Association.

Understudies are never substituted for listed players unless a specific announcement is made at the time of the performance: Nicole Armold for Jane Doe; John Byrnes for The Amazing Karnak; Adam Fane for Ricky Potts, Noel Gruber; Amelia Hefferon for Ocean O’Connell Rosenberg; Will Lidke for Mischa Bachinski; and Lara Mainier for Constance Blackwood.

Musicians

MICHAEL KAISH
Conductor/Keyboard/Associate Music Director

DAVE SAENGER
Guitars

CHUCK WEBB
Bass/Virgil the Rat

BRENT ROMAN
Drums/Percussion

SEAN MCNEELY
Contractor

All Musicians are members of the Chicago Federation of Musicians, Local 10-208.

Songs

DREAM OF LIFE
THE FALL FAIR SUITE
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS IS PEOPLE LIKE ME
NOEL’S LAMENT
EVERY STORY’S GOT A LESSON
AWESOME/TALIA
S.A.B.M.
THE BALLAD OF JANE DOE
THE NEW BIRTHDAY SONG
SUGAR CLOUD
RIDE
Profiles

LILLIAN CASTILLO
(Constance Blackwood) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where her credits include the Chicago Shakespeare in the Parks production of Shakespeare’s Greatest Hits and Seussical. Other Chicago credits include: In the Heights (Paramount Theatre); Hairspray, Sleeping Beauty and West Side Story (Drury Lane Theatre); Wonderland, Alice’s Rock and Roll Adventure (Chicago Children’s Theater) and Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer (Emerald City Theatre). Regional credits include: Why Do Fools Fall in Love (Milwaukee Repertory Theater); Hairspray (Phoenix Theater); Hairspray, Glorious! (Arkansas Repertory Theatre); Macbeth, Fiddler on the Roof; Lend Me a Tenor: The Musical, School for Wives, The Merchant of Venice, Private Lives and The Taming of the Shrew (Utah Shakespeare Festival).

JACKSON EVANS
(Ricky Potts/Dance Captain) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where his credits include the Cat in the Hat in Seussical and Hortensio in Short Shakespeare! The Taming of the Shrew. Other Chicago credits include: Princeton in Avenue Q (Mercury Theater); Spamalot, Hairspray (Drury Lane Theatre); Schoolhouse Rock Live, High School Musical, Cinderella (Marriott Theatre); Snow Queen (Victory Gardens Theater), as well as productions with: About Face Theatre, Theatre at the Center and Light Opera Works. Regional credits include: Peter Pan: The Boy Who Hated Mother (The Blank Theatre); The Producers (McLeod Summer Playhouse); big: the musical, Seussical and The Wiz (First Stage). Television credits include: Chicago PD and Sirens. Mr. Evans is a graduate of the School at Steppenwolf and Northwestern University, and is a teacher at Black Box Acting Studio.

EMILY ROHM
(Arminy Bachinski) makes his Chicago Shakespeare Theatre debut. Other Chicago credits include Les Misérables (Paramount Theatre). Regional credits include: Les Misérables, All Shook Up, Hands on a Hardbody (Rocky Mountain Repertory Theatre); RENT, The Who’s Tommy and Damn Yankees (Town Hall Arts Center). Mr. Mernagh received a BFA in acting from Western Michigan University.

KARL HAMILTON
(The Amazing Karnak) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where his credits include: The Three Musketeers, The Merry Wives of Windsor and As You

Like It. Other Chicago credits include: The Most Happy Fella (Ravinia Festival); By the Music of the Spheres (Goodman Theatre); A Christmas Carol, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, Charlotte’s Web, Mame (Drury Lane Theatre); For the Boys, Aladdin, The Full Monty, Shenandoah (Marriott Theatre); Meet John Doe, Miracle on 34th St (Porchlight Music Theatre); The Addams Family (Jeff Award nomination for his portrayal of Gomez) and The Christmas Schooner (Mercy Theatre). Regional credits include work with Timber Lake Playhouse, where he recently appeared as Edward Bloom in Big Fish.

RUSSELL MERNAGH
(Misha Bachinski) makes his Chicago Shakespeare Theatre debut. Other Chicago credits include Les Misérables (Paramount Theatre). Regional credits include: Les Misérables, All Shook Up, Hands on a Hardbody (Rocky Mountain Repertory Theatre); RENT, The Who’s Tommy and Damn Yankees (Town Hall Arts Center). Mr. Mernagh received a BFA in acting from Western Michigan University.

EMILY ROHM
(Jane Doe) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where her past credits include Belle in Beauty and the Beast. Other Chicago credits include: Arminy in Carousel (Lyric Opera of Chicago); title role in Mary Poppins, Marian in The Music Man, Grace in Annie, Hair (Paramount Theatre); Jane Ashton in Brigadoon (Goodman Theatre); Cosette in Les Misérables, Johanna in Sweeney Todd, Irene Molloy in Hello Dolly! (Drury Lane Theatre); and Alice in Alice in Wonderland (Marriott Theatre). Off-Broadway credits include Creature. Ms. Rohm received a BA in music theatre from Lawrence University.

Whether you’re sitting in the Theater, stuck on the El or relaxing at home, share Ride the Cyclone with your friends!

FOLLOW US @chicagoshakes
LIKE US /chicagoshakespeare
VISIT US www.chicagoshakes.com
TAG US @chicagoshakes
RECOMMEND US Search for “Chicago Shakespeare” on TripAdvisor, Yelp or your favorite review site
Tiffay Tatreau
(Ocean O’Connell Rosenbery) makes her Chicago debut at Chicago Shakespeare Theatre. She is an alumna of the American Theatre Wing’s SpringboardNYC program and graduated last spring with a BFA in musical theatre from the Chicago College of Performing Arts at Roosevelt University.

Khloby Wardell
(Neel Gruber) makes his Chicago debut at Chicago Shakespeare Theatre. Mr. Wardell has played the role of Noel in every production of Ride the Cyclone before joining the American cast in Chicago. Notable credits include Seymour in Little Shop of Horrors, Hal in Loot, Freddy in My Fair Lady (Blue Bridge Repertory Theatre), Lance in 500 Words (Green Thumb Theatre for Young Adults) and Ensemble in Brilliant! The Blinding Enlightenment of Nicola Tesla (Electric Company Theatre and The Belfry Theatre). He recently performed in the Musical Works in Concert festival in Toronto, a new musical festival. Mr. Wardell hails from Musical Works in Concert festival in Toronto, Electric Company Theatre and The Belfry Theatre. Before joining the Chicago debut at Chicago Shakespeare Theatre, where he has directed: The Little Mermaid, Shrek, the Musical, Beauty and the Beast, The Adventures of Pinocchio, The Emperor’s New Clothes and the Short Shakespeare! productions of Romeo and Juliet and The Tempest. Other Chicago directing/choreography credits include: Brigadoon (Jeff Award - Best Musical and Best Choreography, Goodman Theatre); Billy Elliot (Jeff Award nomination - Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), Miss Saigon (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), The Sound of Music (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), West Side Story (Jeff Award nomination - Best Director), Oliver! (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), Sweeney Todd (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), All My Sons (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director). Mr. Wardell has played the role of Noel in every production of Ride the Cyclone before joining the American cast in Chicago. Notable credits include Seymour in Little Shop of Horrors, Hal in Loot, Freddy in My Fair Lady (Blue Bridge Repertory Theatre), Lance in 500 Words (Green Thumb Theatre for Young Adults) and Ensemble in Brilliant! The Blinding Enlightenment of Nicola Tesla (Electric Company Theatre and The Belfry Theatre). He recently performed in the Musical Works in Concert festival in Toronto, a new musical festival. Mr. Wardell hails from Musical Works in Concert festival in Toronto, Electric Company Theatre and The Belfry Theatre. Before joining the

Brooke Maxwell
(Book, Music and lyrics) makes his Chicago Shakespeare Theatre debut. Mr. Maxwell studied jazz composition and arranging at Berklee College of Music and is a music educator and freelance musician based in Victoria, BC. He has underscored music and sound designed for several local and national works of theater, including: And Slowly Beauty (The Belfry Theatre, National Arts Centre, Tarragon Theatre); A Tender Thing (The Belfry Theatre); The Glass Menagerie (Blue Bridge Repertory Theatre); and Joan (Theatre SKAM). He is currently working on a new musical with Jacob Richmond, entitled The Island of Hope.

Rachel Rockwell
(Director/Choreographer) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theatre, where she has directed: The Little Mermaid, Shrek, the Musical, Beauty and the Beast, The Adventures of Pinocchio, The Emperor’s New Clothes and the Short Shakespeare! productions of Romeo and Juliet and The Tempest. Other Chicago directing/choreography credits include: Brigadoon (Jeff Award - Best Musical and Best Choreography, Goodman Theatre); Billy Elliot (Jeff Award nomination - Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical, Shrek, the Musical, Beauty and the Beast, The Adventures of Pinocchio, The Emperor’s New Clothes and the Short Shakespeare! productions of Romeo and Juliet and The Tempest. Other Chicago directing/choreography credits include: Brigadoon (Jeff Award - Best Musical and Best Choreography, Goodman Theatre); Billy Elliot (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), Miss Saigon (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), The Sound of Music (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), West Side Story (Jeff Award nomination - Best Director), Oliver! (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), Sweeney Todd (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), All My Sons (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), The Sound of Music (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), Miss Saigon (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical and Best Director), all at Drury Lane Theatre; Shout! (Jeff Award nomination - Best Revue), 42nd Street (Jeff Award nomination - Best Director and Best Musical), The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee (Jeff Award nomination - Best Musical), all at Marriott Theatre; Mary Poppins, In the Heights, The Music Man, Annie, Hair (Paramount Theatre); Enron (Jeff Award nomination - Best Play, mid-size, TimeLine Theatre Company). In 2012 Ms. Rockwell was named Chicagoan of the Year in Theatre by the Chicago Tribune.

Doug Peck
(Music Director) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theatre, where his credits include: The Little Mermaid, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Beauty and the Beast, Willy Wonka and Seussical. Mr. Peck is the winner of six Joseph Jefferson Awards (The Jungle Book, Porgy and Bess, Caroline, or Change, Carousel, Man of La Mancha, Fiddler on the Roof), an Illinois Theater Awards (Guys and Dolls, Hello, Again); and the Sarah Siddons Award and Guy Adkins Award for his musical direction in Chicago. His work has also been heard nationally at: the Glimmerglass Festival, Huntington Theatre Company, Shakespeare Theatre Company, Long Wharf Theatre, Asolo Repertory Theatre and the Oregon Shakespeare Festival. He can be heard on the recordings: Bright Young People: The Songs of Noel Coward, A Blanket of Winter, Foiled Again Live, and Loving Repeating: A Musical of Gertrude Stein. Upcoming productions include: Kiss Me, Kate (Shakespeare Theatre Company), Guys and Dolls (The Wallis Center for the Performing Arts); and Wonderful Town (Goodman Theatre).
MIKE TUTAJ (Projection Designer) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where his credits include: Shrek the Musical, Sunday in the Park with George, Beauty and the Beast, Timon of Athens, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Tempest, an intimate Tempest, Macbeth and Romeo y JULIETA. Other Chicago credits include productions with: Goodman Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Court Theatre, Victory Gardens Theater, Drury Lane Theatre, Writers Theatre, TimeLine Theatre, American Theater Company, Silk Road Rising and Hillary A. Williams LLC. He is the recipient of a non-equity Jeff Award, three Jeff Awards and the Michael Maggio Emerging Designer Award. Mr. Tutaj is an artistic associate with TimeLine Theatre Company.

PALMER JANKENS (Sound Designer/Associate Sound Supervisor) is the associate head of the sound department at Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where previous design credits include A Q Brothers’ Christmas Carol. Other Chicago credits include: Mary Poppins, 42nd St. (Paramount Theatre); Days Like Today (Writers Theatre); Juno (TimeLine Theatre); Annie Get Your Gun and Oliver! (Light Opera Works). As an intimacy design credits in Chicago include: Dee Snider’s Rock & Roll Christmas (Broadway Playhouse); Pullman Porter Blues (Goodman Theatre); Sunset Blvd., Singin’ in the Rain (Drury Lane Theatre); Eastland (Lookingglass Theatre Company); and Freud’s Last Session (Mercury Theatre). Regional credits include productions with: Utah Shakespeare Festival, South Coast Repertory and Hope Summer Repertory Theater. National tour credits include: Here to Stay: The Gershwin Experience and Play It Again, Marvin! A Marvin Hamlish Celebration. Mr. Jankens has also worked as sound engineer at Black Ensemble Theater, Blue Man Group Chicago and Million Dollar Quartet Chicago. He received a BA from Western Michigan University and an MFA from University of California Irvine. www.pjankens.com

MELISSA VEAL (Wig/Make-up Designer) has designed wigs and make-up for ninety productions at CST, which have included: The Tempest, Sense and Sensibility, Pericles, A Q Brothers’ Christmas Carol, King Lear, Henry V, Road Show, Gypsy, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Cyranoo de Bergerac, The School for Lies (Jeff Award), Sunday in the Park with George, Othello: The Remix (at CST and on tour to London, Germany, Edinburgh, South Korea, Sydney, Poland, Melbourne, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Auckland), Elizabeth Rex (Jeff Award nomination), Follies, The Madness of George III (Jeff Award), Twelfth Night, The Comedy of Errors, Henry IV Parts 1 and 2 (at CST and Royal Shakespeare Company, Stratford-upon-Avon) and Rose Rage: Henry V (Parts 1, 2 and 3 at CST and The Duke on 42nd Street). She worked for ten seasons with the Stratford Festival, where she received four Tyrone Guthrie Awards. Other Canadian credits include work with: Shaw Festival and The Grand Theatre in London, Ontario. Ms. Veal received the 2007 Hurckes Award for Artisans and Technicians.

ERICKA MAC (Associate Director/Choreographer) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where her credits include: The Little Mermaid, Seussical and The Adventures of Pinocchio. Other Chicago credits include: Snow White (Lyric Opera of Chicago); Sweet Charity (Writers Theatre); twenty-six productions with The Marriott Theatre; nine productions with Drury Lane Theatre; and ten productions with Theatre at the Mill and The Million Dollar Quartet. Regional work includes: five seasons as production stage manager with Heart of America Shakespeare Festival (Kansas City, MO); three seasons as PSM and twenty-five productions at Unicorn Theatre (Kansas City, MO) and A Christmas Carol at Kansas City Repertory Theatre.

DENNIS CONNERS (Production Stage Manager) returns to Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where his credits include: The Little Mermaid, A Q Brothers’ Christmas Carol, King Lear, Seussical, Othello: The Remix (at CST and on tour to London, South Korea, Australia, UAE, New Zealand) and assistant stage manager for Henry V. Other Chicago credits include: Appropriate, Disconnect (Victoria Gardens Theater); Freud’s Last Session (Mercury Theater, CRC Productions); Mr. Chikee’s Funny Money, The Houdini Box, Goodnight Moon (Chicago Children’s Theatre); Ethan Frome, Peter Pan: A Play, Lookingglass Alice, Fedra: Queen of Haiti, The Arabian Nights, Clay (Lookingglass Theatre Company); What Once We Felt (About Face Theatre); Dangerous Beauty, In the Bubble (American Music Theatre Project), Off-Broadway credits include Clay (Lincoln Center Theater) and Lookingglass Alice (New Victory Theater). Regional credits include Clay (Kirk Douglas Theatre, Kansas City Rep) and Lookingglass Alice (Alliance Theatre). Mr. Conners is a graduate of Northwestern University, where he has served as adjunct lecturer in stage management and stage management mentor.

JINNI PIKE (Assistant Stage Manager) makes her Chicago Shakespeare Theater debut. Other Chicago credits include: Danny Casaloro Died for You, The How and the Why, Raisin in the Sun, Wasteland (TimeLine Theatre); The Who’s Tommy (Paramount Theatre); and Million Dollar Quartet. Regional work includes: five seasons as production stage manager with Heart of America Shakespeare Festival (Kansas City, MO); three seasons as PSM and twenty-five productions at Unicorn Theatre (Kansas City, MO) and A Christmas Carol at Kansas City Repertory Theatre.

BOB MASON (Casting Director) is in his sixteenth season as CST’s casting director, where his credits include over eighty productions and thirty-two plays in Shakespeare’s canon. In addition to twenty-two productions with Barbara Gaines, other productions of note include: eight Sondheim musicals directed by Gary Griffin, Rose Rage; Henry VI, Parts 1, 2 and 3, directed by Edward Hall; and The Molière Comedies, directed by Brian Bedford. Additional Chicago credits include the producer to Road Brothers’ production of a film entitled Bounce (Goodman Theatre and the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts), as well as productions for Asolo Repertory Theatre, Northlight Theatre and Northwestern University’s American Music Theatre Project. Prior to casting, Mr. Mason enjoyed a fifteen-year career as a Jeff Award-winning actor and singer, and has been a visiting educator for the School at Steppenwolf, Acting Studio Chicago, the University of Illinois at Chicago and Northwestern University.

RICK BOYNTON (Creative Producer) focuses on current and future artistic planning and production, as well as the development of all new plays, musicals and adaptations for CST. Projects include: Sense and Sensibility, Cadre (co-director) (at CST and on tour to Johannesburg, Grahamstown, Edinburgh, Vancouver); Othello: The Remix (at CST and on tour to London, Germany, Edinburgh, South Korea, Sydney, Poland, Melbourne, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Auckland); Funk It Up About Nothin’ (CST, Edinburgh, Australian tour, London); A Flea in Her Ear (at CST and on tour to Williamstown Theatre Festival); The Three Musketeers (CST, Boston, London); The Emperor’s New Clothes, The Adventures of Pinocchio (now licensed by Rodgers and Hammerstein Theatricals); Murder for Two (at CST and on tour to New York, National Tour) and The Feast: An Intimate Tempest (in collaboration with Redmoon). Former artistic director of the Marriott Theatre and multiple Jeff Award-winning actor, he has starred in productions nationally, including CST’s production of A Flea in Her Ear as Camille (Jeff Award, After Dark Award). As casting director/associate at Jane Alderman Casting, projects included: the television series Early Edition, Missing Persons, Untouchables and ER; the films While You Were Sleeping and Hoodlum, among others; and numerous national tours. Mr. Boynton has lectured at his alma mater Northwestern University, and is the past president of the Board of the National Alliance for Musical Theatre.
BARBARA GAINES (Artistic Director) is the founder and artistic director of Chicago Shakespeare Theater, where she has directed more than thirty of Shakespeare’s plays. Honors include: the 2008 Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre; the prestigious Honorary OBE (Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire) in recognition of her contributions strengthening British-American cultural relations; and Joseph Jefferson Awards for Best Production (Hamlet, Cymbeline, King Lear and The Comedy of Errors), and for Best Director (Cymbeline, King Lear and The Comedy of Errors). At Lyric Opera of Chicago, Ms. Gaines directed Macbeth and this season’s The Marriage of Figaro. She received an Honorary Doctorate of Letters from the University of Birmingham (UK), the University Club of Chicago’s Cultural Award, the Public Humanities Award from the Illinois Humanities Council and the Spirit of Loyola Award. Ms. Gaines serves on the Shakespearean Council of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre in London.

CRISS HENDERSON (Executive Director) has produced CST’s past twenty-six seasons. Under his leadership, CST has become one of the nation’s leading regional theaters and one of Chicago’s most celebrated cultural organizations, honored with the 2008 Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre, as well as multiple Laurence Olivier and Joseph Jefferson Awards. Mr. Henderson has garnered multiple honors, including: the 2013 Cultural Innovation Award from the Chicago Innovation Awards; the Arts Administrator of the Year by Arts Management Magazine at the Kennedy Center and the Chevalier de L’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres by the Minister of Culture of France. He was named among the top 40 business people under the age of 40 in Crain’s Chicago Business. He serves as president of the Producers’ Association of Chicago-area Theatres and on the Board of Directors of the League of Chicago Theatres. Mr. Henderson is director of the MFA/Arts Leadership Program, a two-year graduate-level curriculum in arts management training created through a joint partnership between Chicago Shakespeare Theater and The Theatre School at DePaul University.
Take home the original cast recording of last season’s world premiere musical for just $20 today!

On sale in the lobby or online at www.chicagoshakes.com
Community Partners

Chicago Shakespeare Theater is honored by the support of these leading business and civic partners, whose generosity demonstrates a commitment to enriching our vibrant Chicago community. We are pleased to recognize these organizations for their dedication to artistic excellence, innovative approaches to enhancing education and impactful community outreach initiatives.

Reflects contributions received between July 1, 2014 and August 21, 2015.

GUA NTA N TORS
$100,000 & ABOVE
Arc Worldwide
BMO Harris Bank
Boeing
ComEd
The Davee Foundation
Dover Foundation
Land O’ Frost
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Foundation
Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

BENEFAC TORS
$50,000–$99,999
Allscripts
Allstate Insurance Company
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
A. N. and Pearl G. Barnett Family Foundation
BlueCross BlueShield of Illinois
Exelon
Food For Thought Catering
Julius Frankel Foundation
ITW
KPMG LLP
National Endowment for the Arts
Northern Trust
Polk Bros. Foundation
The Shubert Foundation
Strategic Hotel Capital, Inc.

SUSTAINERS
$25,000–$49,999
Bartlit Beck Herman Palenchar & Scott LLP
Helen Brach Foundation
Bulley & Andrews
Chicago Shakespeare Theater Fund at The Chicago Community Trust
The Crown Family
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
GCM Grosvenor
Illinois Arts Council Agency
JLL
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
MetLife Foundation
Nuveen Investments
The Pauls Foundation
Prince Charitable Trusts

DONOR HONOR ROLL

Guarantors
$100,000 & Above
Arc Worldwide
BMO Harris Bank
Boeing
ComEd
The Davee Foundation
Dover Foundation
Land O’ Frost
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Foundation
Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

Benefactors
$50,000–$99,999
Allscripts
Allstate Insurance Company
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
A. N. and Pearl G. Barnett Family Foundation
BlueCross BlueShield of Illinois
Exelon
Food For Thought Catering
Julius Frankel Foundation
ITW
KPMG LLP
National Endowment for the Arts
Northern Trust
Polk Bros. Foundation
The Shubert Foundation
Strategic Hotel Capital, Inc.

Sustainers
$25,000–$49,999
Bartlit Beck Herman Palenchar & Scott LLP
Helen Brach Foundation
Bulley & Andrews
Chicago Shakespeare Theater Fund at The Chicago Community Trust
The Crown Family
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
GCM Grosvenor
Illinois Arts Council Agency
JLL
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
MetLife Foundation
Nuveen Investments
The Pauls Foundation
Prince Charitable Trusts

PwC
Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust
Shakespeare in American Communities
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
The Sun-Times Foundation/The Chicago Community Foundation
Anonymous

American Express
Baxter International Inc.
Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Chicago Title and Trust Company Foundation
Clark Hill PLC
The Field Foundation of Illinois
Goldman, Sachs & Company
John R. Halligan Charitable Fund
Harris Family Foundation
The Irving Harris Foundation
The Grover Hermann Foundation
HMS Media, Inc.
K&L Gates LLP
Mazza Foundation
McDonald’s Corporation
Newcastle Limited
PNC
Razny Jewelers
The REAM Foundation
The Rhoades Foundation
Ropes & Gray LLP
S&C Electric Company
Phil Stefani’s Children’s Foundation
Titan Media
Ventas
Wintrust

Accenture
Beecken Petty O’Keefe & Company
Butler Family Foundation, Hugh and Karen Butler Connell
CME Group
Dr. Scholl Foundation
The Libra Foundation
NIB Foundation
Reed Smith LLP
Charles and M. R. Shapiro Foundation, Inc.
The Siragusa Foundation
William Blair & Company
Anonymous

Avison Young
Blum-Kovler Foundation
Broco Partnership
CDW
Chicago Creative Works
The James Huntington Foundation
MB Financial, Inc.
Shakespeare Society

Members of the Shakespeare Society provide vital annual support to sustain Chicago Shakespeare Theater’s mission. The commitment of these steadfast individuals helped to build a home for Shakespeare in Chicago that has endured for the past quarter-century. We are deeply grateful for their extraordinary investment in the Theater’s guiding principles to serve as a cultural leader, citizen and ambassador for our city.

Reflects gifts received between July 1, 2014 and August 21, 2015.

$100,000 & ABOVE
Eric’s Tazmanian Angel Fund
Raymond and Judy McCaskey
Burton X. and Sheli Z. Rosenberg
Timothy R. Schwertfeger and Gail Waller
Donna Van Eekeren Foundation

$50,000–$99,999
Joyce Chelberg
Jan and Bill Jentes
Anna and Robert Livingston
Peter and Alicia Pond
Richard W. Porter and Lydias S. Marti
John W. and Jeanne M. Rowe
Carl and Marilyn Thoma
Anonymous (2)

$25,000–$49,999
Ada and Whitney Addington
Julie and Roger Baskes
Duane and Susan Burnham
Doris Conant
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Crown
Jeanne Ettelson
Harve A. Ferrill
Michael and Jacky Ferro
Sonja and Conrad Fischer
Barbara and Richard Franke
Virginia and Gary Gerst
Ellen and Paul Gignilliat
John and Judy Keller
Anistess and Ronald Krueck
Anne E. Kutaik
Malott Family Foundation
Lew and Susan Manilow
Barbara Molotsky
Mark Ouweleen and Sarah Harding
Sheila Penrose and Ernie Mahaffey
Paulita Pike and Zulfiqar Bokhari
J.B. and M.K. Pritzker Family Foundation
Merle Reskin
Glenn and Danielle Richter
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick G. Ryan
Carole and Gordon Segal, The Segal Family Foundation
Barbara and Barre Seid Foundation
Gayle and Glenn R. Tilles
Pam and Doug Walter
Ray and Donna Whitacre
Anonymous

Individual Contributors

Thanks to the contributions of CST’s family of donors, we can continue to delight audiences in Chicago and around the world through our trademark approach to theater that is inspired by the spirit of Shakespeare. Annual donations offset the substantial expense of producing theater of uncompromising quality and ambition. In recognition of the enhanced level of support provided by our Bard Circle donors of $1,000 or more, CST provides exclusive privileges and behind-the-scenes access.

Reflects gifts received between July 1, 2014 and August 21, 2015.

BARD CIRCLE AMBASSADORS $10,000–$24,999
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas C. Babson
Frank and Kathy Ballantine
Kate Blomgren
The Robert Thomas Bobins Foundation
Thomas L. and Cary S. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Allan E. Bulley III
Mr. and Mrs. John Canning
Yasmin and Brian W. Duwe
Elizabeth Yntema and Mark Ferguson
Jim and Karen Frank
James and Brenda Gruscecki
Hill and Cheryl Hammock
Caryn and King Harris
Kathryn Hayley and Mark Ketelsen
Pat and O.J. Heestand
David Hiller
Stewart Hudnut and Vivian Leith

The Jaquith Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Keiser
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Kent
Bob and Becky McKenna
Edward and Lucy R. Minor
Foundation
Robert and Annabel Moore
Madhavan and Teresa Nayar
Stephanie Pope
Sal and Nazneen Razi
Rose L. Shure

The Solomon Family
Harvey and Mary Struthers
Sheila G. Talton
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Tomaszin, Jr.
Joan and Jack Wagner
Ronald and Geri Yonover
Anonymous (2)

BARD CIRCLE FELLOWS $5,000–$9,999
The Abernathy Family
Mr. and Mrs. Brit J. Barter
Janice and Philip Beck
Joan and William J. Brodsky
Barbara and Jim Bronner
Fund of the Yampa Valley Community Foundation
Frank and Jan Cicero
Patrick Richard Daley
The Hon. Richard M. Daley
Robert Dohmen
Shawn M. Donnelly and
Christopher M. Kelly
Theodore Eckert Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Engel
Kevin and Joan Ewanch
Michael Fain and Judith Barrond
Nelle and Sheldon Fink
Mike and Bud Frankeil
J. Friedman
Barbara Gaines
Deborah Gillespie
Ethel and Bill Gofen
Joan J. Golden
Richard and Mary L. Gray
Joan M. Hall
Crisi Henderson
Ken Hitz
Elizabeth Raymond and Paul Hybel
Fruman, Marian and Lisa Jacobson
Reinhardt H. and Shirley R. Jahn Foundation
Christie and John Kelly
Klaff Family Foundation
Chase and Mark Levey
Jane and Richard Lipton
Barnard
Nelle and Sheldon Fink
Mike and Bud Frankeil
J. Friedman
Barbara Gaines

Alfred McDougal and Nancy Lauter McDougal Charitable Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. McKenna
Amanda and Jess Mertens
Ellie and Bob Meyers
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Miller
Mike and Adele Murphy
Dennis and Linda Myers
Dr. Martha Nussbaum

Dennis Olis
Cathy and Bill Osborn
Mr. and Mrs. John Patience
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Patten, Jr.
Connie and Don Patterson
John and Betsy Puth
Ingrid and Stanley Rand
Ann and Robert Ronus
Richard and Donna Rosenberg

BARD CIRCLE PATRONS $2,500–$4,999
James L. Alexander and
Curtis Drayer
Catherine Allegra
Doris Elizalde Alvarado
Tom and Sarah Anderson
Trish and Bob Barr
John W. Barringer
Dr. Gregory Bashor and
William Lawrence
Brian Burrows and Penny Kohan
Stephen C. and Patricia B. Carlson
Richard and Ann Carr
Patricia Cox
Mark and Connie Crane
Keith S. Crow and Elizabeth
Parker Crow

Judy and Tapas K. Das
Gupta
Philip and Marsha Dowd
Bruce and Marnie Duff
John Edelman and Suzanne
Krohn
George Engeln and
Denise Stewart
Marie and Michael Evans
Honey Lynn Goldberger
Jennifer and Isaac Goldman
Sue and Melvin Gray
Gene and Nancy Haller
Vallie and Frederick Henry
Kinberley S. Herold
Hon. Doris B. Holleb
Hon. John Patience
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Patten, Jr.
Connie and Don Patterson
John and Betsy Puth
Ingrid and Stanley Rand
Ann and Robert Ronus
Richard and Donna Rosenberg
Youngblood Executive
Services, LLC
Anonymous (4)

*deceased"
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS

April and Jayde Al-Angary
Elizabeth Nolan and Kevin Blizard
David L. Cameron
Patrick and Betsy Canning
Janet Carl Smith and Mel Smith
Ron and Kativa Chadha
The Cherrett Family
Marilyn K. Cicero
Dorothy Daney and Dan Green
Ms. Monique Clasne
Timothy Barry and Deborah Colburn
Bill and J. Cole Smith
Michael M. and Diane Thomas
John Michael and Craig A.
Ann Cunniff
James Currie
Charlotte and Lawrence Damron
Maryann Darnell
Michael Davis and Art Williams
Lisaette and Richard Davison
Wilma and Michael Delaney
Mr. P. Dangel and Ms. P. J. Morency
James and Catherine Denney
Jim and Melissa Donath
Mary Ellen and Robert Donath
Ms. Paula J. Morency
Damron Green
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS

John and Mary Alukos
Ms. Ann Alexander
Ted and Almeda Maynard
Steve and Lynn Mattson
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Lariviere
Mark and Jennifer Landolt
Carol L. Kutak
Kevin A. and Joanne C.
Harriet and Ernest Karmin
Dr. Anne M. Juhasz
JS Charitable Trust
Elliott Jones
To Medicine

Jonathan and Jill Meier
Mr. and Mrs. John Merritt
Daniel Meyer
Jane Meyer
Robert and Lois Moeller
Mr. and Mrs. John Montgomery
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Moody
Rick and Ann Morimoto
Heather Morrison
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S.
Morrison
Gerald and Maia Muliin
Blair and Becky Nagel
Judith K. Hendrick
Catherine Nissinger
George and Paula Noble
Marcia Northrup LaBarge
Dr. Gerard F. Notario
Janet O'Brien
Jim and Sharon O'Sullivan
Denise and Greg Palmer
Diane Patience
Irene Patty and Tom Terpsista
Susan A. Payne
Margaret Pendry
Robert and Barbara Perkins
Carol and Lenny Pfeiffer
Kathleen Pickens
Karen Pierce and Corey Weiss
Carol and Barbara Pickman
Dr. Robert and A. Prin
Rondey Pusznyski
Adibu and Rita Qayum
Norma A. Rehfeldt
Mr. and Mrs. John Raitt
Roger Rathunde
Polly and Kenneth Rattner
Kathleen Renk
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Revak
Kristen Rhet and Dr. Robert W. L.
Richard, Jr.
Valerie Rockwell
Patricia and Charles Root
William D. Ross
Doug and Lisa Rosskamm
Heidi S. Rothenberg
Norman J. and Alice E.
Rubash
Richard and Myron E.
Rubinstein
Catherine and Adrian
Salome Shapell
Richard and Susan Sanders
Richard Angelo Sasso
Susi Schaufelen and Charlie Shukin
Heidi Schellman and Stephen
Weber
Dr. Nancy Schindler and Mr.
Joni Schinder
Karen and Frank Schneider
Richard and Betty Bolte
Shelby Stefan and Charles Johannson
Maureen A. Stansfield
Robert and Susan Bowker
Betty and Bill Boyd
Michael and Katie Bradie
Norma and John Bramson
Jay Branch
Mr. and Mrs. Aron Branch
Marvin Strickland and Mel Witz
Harold Woodman
Abbott and Teana Wright
Anonymous (13)
Kimball and Karen Anderson
Christine Anschutz
James Sheeff and Lynn Arnson
Jean and Susan Athos
Maryamee Boker
Antonya Boulano and Paul
Koloski
Shaun Baldwin
Julius and Jadii Ballez
Randy and Lorraine Barba
Mr. and Mrs. William G.
Barck Birti III
Leanne Barnett
Leonard Barnett and Building
Bargain and Crossfit
Dr. Susan Burland and
George Plumb
John and Thomas F. Bush
Bruce L. Beavis
Bob, Mary, Grace and
Anders Beck
Dr. and Mrs. Elizabeth Becker
Robert and Pamela Becker
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E.
Beechey
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Vincenzo Beltrani
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A.
Belk
Kellen Blair
Dr. and Mrs. James Beaven
Penny and Leonidas Berlin
Harriet Bernard
Joseph and Bob, Robin and A.
Prince
Carla and R. Stephen Berry
The Best Family
Sam and Shirley Blanco
John, Kathy and Eric Blil
Norbel and Shirley Blroy
Michael E. Biscan, Sr.
Katherine B. Black and
Macy Black
Mr. and Mrs. Clark B.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynne Blanton
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Blocks
Dennis and Shawna Blevin
Elizabeth and David
Mary Tyler
Pamela J. Block
David and Linda Blumberg
Elise Bluth and Andrew
Kohn
Lorenz Boehm
Michael and Yolanda Boim
Josie and Jona Bohn
Daniel and Mary Boote
Gregory and Rosemary Bolk
Sandra and Jouples
Bob Hazen
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Michael and Katie Bradie
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Tribute Program

An honor or memorial gift is a distinctive way to honor the memory of friends and family or pay tribute to milestone celebrations. For more information regarding this program, please call Melissa Collins in the Advancement Office at 312.595.5672 or mcollins@chicagoshakes.com.

Reflects gifts received between August 20, 2014 and August 21, 2015.

MEMORIAL GIFTS

FOR WALTER ALEXANDER
Ms. Ann Alexander

FOR DR. MORTON ARNSDORF
Rosemary Crowley

FOR SARAJANE AVIDON AND FELIX SHUMAN
Diane Dorsey and Daniel Goldring

Steve Gottlieb
Mac Hansbrough and Lou Ivey

Bonnie and Michael Intorca
Siran Khachadourian

Joan and Richard Kahn
Richard and Betty Seid

Dick Simpson
Lynn Sloan and Jeffrey Rosen

Claire and Irwin Smith
Susan and Barry Sussman

Gail Thompson
Johanna Ward

Anonymous

FOR MARY KEITH DOSKER BALLANTINE
GlobalView Software, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. McCulloch III
Toby and Penelope Sachs

FOR EVELYN “EVIE” BARRIGER
Betsy and Frank Babb
John W. Barriger
Sandra Bohnsack
John Bryan

Sandy and Ed Burkhardt
Ms. Carol Cleeve
Suzanne and William Folland
Patricia S. and William J. Hagenah

Bev Shaw Hayford
Isobel Karl

Bob and Caryll Kenyon
William and Blair Lawlor
Malott Family Foundation
Connie and Don Patterson
Carl and Barbara Plochman
John and Betsy Puth

Joan Richards
Cynthia Sanborn
Richard D. Simonds
Mary N. Sukey

Carl and Marilynn Thoma
Sue and Dan Toll

FOR C. MICHAEL BECKER
Mrs. Elizabeth Becker
Leo Bigus

Dr. Adam Jackson
Lee Jost

Evan Kayes
Nina and George Maciag

FOR DR. ALICE BRANDFONBRENER
Mark Brandfonbrener

FOR LILLIAN BRULC
Wileen Dragovan

FOR LOIS DUNN
Kathy Dunn

FOR ARLENE FIELDSTEEL
V.E. Hicks

FOR SHIRLEY HAGSTROM
Heidi Hagstrom

FOR CHARLES AND MITCHELL KAPLAN
Mr. and Mrs. Brian S. Arbetter

FOR DODIE KOHL
Susan Salay

FOR ABBY S. MAGDOVITZ-WASSERMAN
David Wasserman, M.D.

FOR ROBBIE MALICKI
Greg Malicki

FOR BERNIE SAHLINS
Caroline P. Cracraft

FOR WILLIAM A. WALSH
Mary Kay Walsh

FOR MIRIAM L. ZAREFSKY
Margaret Moer Wenié

FOR CRISS HENDERSON
Faye Marlowe

FOR JAN AND BILL JENTES
Adrian Foster

FOR BETSY AND JACK KARP
Mr. and Mrs. Abel Friedman

FOR BARBARA MALOTT KIZZIAH
Julia and Larry Antonatos
Carol Kizziah

Jennifer and Joey Lansing

FOR CHASE LEVEY
Anstiss and Ronald Krueck
The Howard and Kenneth McKee Charitable Fund

Richard W. Shepro and
Lindsay E. Roberts

FOR RAY & JUDY McCASKEY’S 50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Denise Bujak

FOR SHELI ROSENBerg
Marcy Carlin

FOR STUART SHERMAN
Anonymous

FOR STEVE SOLOMON
Paula Kahn

FOR CATHY AND BRYAN SPONSLER
Dr. Wieke S. van der Weijden Benjamin

FOR ERIC STRICKLAND
Suzanne F. Fox

FOR ROSS THOMAS
Annie Murray

FOR GAYLE TILLES
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams IV

FOR PAM AND DOUG WALTER
Lanny and Terry Passaro

HONORARY GIFTS

FOR FATHER ROBERT BARRON
Barbara J. Anderson

FOR C. MICHAEL BECKER
Laurie A. Zastro

FOR DAN COHEN
Marilyn Richman

FOR MARIA DEVENS
P. Wheeler

FOR PHIL AND LA ENGEL
Vicki Tobin

FOR BARBARA GAINES
Margaret and John Fish

FOR MY ADOPTIVE DAUGHTER, THE MULTI-TALENTED BARBARA GAINES
Edith B. Gaines

FOR MARYLYN HALPERIN
Naja Mařezos

FOR JAMES HANTSCHEL
Allison Sansone

Anonymous (2)
Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas C. Babson
Mr. and Mrs.*
John W. Barriger
Joan Israel Berger
George W. Blossom III*
Kathy Dunn
Mr. and Mrs.
Philip L. Engel
Edith B. Gaines
Michael Goldberger
Linda D. and
Craig C. Grannon

Julie and Parker* Hall
Corinne E. Johnson*
Dr. Anne McCrery Juhasz
Judy and John Keller
Anstiss Hammond Krueck
Anne E. Kutak
Raymond
and Judy McCaskey
Jonathan F. Orser
Sheila A. Penrose
and R. Ernest Mahaffey
Barbara Petersen
Harold H. Plaut*

Rose L. Shure
Chuck Simanek and
Edna Burke
Michael and Sharon Sloan
The Solomon Family
Helen and Richard
Thomas
Gayle and Glenn R. Tilles
Linda Vertrees
Wilmont “Vic” Vickrey,
Founding Principal,
VOA Architects

*deceased

THE firstfolio SOCIETY

Listed below are current members of the First Folio Society, individuals who have included Chicago Shakespeare Theater in their estate plans. The Society honors their thoughtful commitment to the future of CST.
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Matching Gifts

By providing matching support, the following organizations are actively contributing to causes that improve the communities where their employees live and work. Chicago Shakespeare Theater salutes these employers for increasing the impact of donor support. Contact your employer today to find out more about their matching gift initiatives.

Reflects gifts received between July 1, 2014 and August 21, 2015.

Exelon
Food For Thought
Communications Direct
Mary T. Christel
Carol’s Event Staffing
Bukiety Floral Design
Norm and Virginia Bobins
BBJ Linen
Arc Worldwide
Baird Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America Foundation
Boeing
Caterpillar Foundation
The Chicago Community Trust
Citizens Charitable Foundation
CNA Foundation
Discover Financial Services
GE Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline
Goldman, Sachs & Company
Helen Brach Foundation
IBM Corporation
ITW
Johnson Controls Foundation
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Leo Burnett Company, Inc.
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
Northern Trust
Nuveen Investments
PepsiCo Foundation
Pfizer Foundation
Polk Bros. Foundation
Schneider Electric
Texas Instruments
The Chicago Community Trust
The Crown Family
The Field Foundation of Illinois
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
The Rhoades Foundation
UnitedHealthcare of Illinois
USG Corporation
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
Wintrust

Contributed Materials

Contributed materials and services are an essential component in sustaining Chicago Shakespeare’s role as a gathering place for audiences, artists and members of the community. We thank the following individuals and organizations for their valuable donations of goods and/or services.

Reflects contributions received between July 1, 2014 and August 21, 2015.

Acadia
Ryan McCaskey
Ambiente Catering
Arc Worldwide
BBJ Linen
Norm and Virginia Bobins
Bukiety Floral Design
Carol’s Event Staffing
CDW
Mary T. Christel
Communications Direct
Food For Thought Catering
Exelon
Hall’s Rental Service
Rich Hein
Heritage Wine Cellars, Ltd.
HMS Media, Inc.
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
KPMG Family for Literacy
Julia Louis-Dreyfus
M*A*C Cosmetics
Make It Better Media
MDR Creative
Motorola Inc.
Nixon Peabody LLP
North Coast Brewing Co.
Richard Porter
Phil Stefani Restaurants, Inc.
Shure Incorporated
SPLASH
Strategic Hotels Capital, Inc.
Theater Development Fund
Titan Media
Van Duzer Vineyards—Carl and Marilynn Thoma

GALA 2015

On June 8, 2015, Chicago Shakespeare celebrated our world-class productions and the continued growth and reach of our education and civic engagement programs.

GALA 2015 LEAD SPONSORS
ITW
Food For Thought Catering

GALA 2015 HOST COMMITTEE
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Crown
Dover Foundation
Exelon
Robin and Steve Solomon
Harve A. Ferrill and Karla Scherer
GCM Grosvenor
JLL
Betsy and Jack Karp

BENEFACTORS
The Boeing Company
Virginia and Gary Gerst
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Jan and Bill Jentes
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.

INDIVIDUAL SPONSORS AND CONTRIBUTORS
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP
Sheldon Holzman
Joan and William J. Brodsky
Joyce Chelberg

THE SPIRIT OF SHAKESPEARE AWARDS
Keeping the spirit of Shakespeare alive through artistic leadership and community service

CIVIC HONOREE
ITW
David and Ros Parry

ARTISTIC HONOREE
Simon Callow
Phylicia Rashad

ARTISTIC HONOREE
Joan J. Golder

SPIRIT OF SHAKESPEARE AWARD

Allstate Insurance Company
Jess and Amanda Merten

GALA 2015 SPONSORS

ITW
Food For Thought Catering

GALA 2015 HOST COMMITTEE
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick G. Ryan
Carole and Gordon Segal
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
Brian and Yasmina Duwe
The Sun-Times Foundation/ The Chicago Community Trust
Michael and Jacky Ferro
The Donna Van Eekeren Foundation

BENEFACTORS
S&C Electric Company
Marilyn and Carl Thoma
Ventas
Pam and Doug Walter
Wintrust

INDIVIDUAL SPONSORS AND CONTRIBUTORS

Chicago Title and Trust Company Foundation
Chicago Title and Trust Company Foundation
CME Group
Mark and Connie Crane
Joan J. Golder
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PNC
Ropes & Gray LLP
Satter Foundation

S&C Electric Company
Marilyn and Carl Thoma
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Pam and Doug Walter
Wintrust
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INDIVIDUAL SPONSORS AND CONTRIBUTORS
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois knows our communities perform at their best through the act of togetherness. By supporting the arts and education, and implementing outreach wellness programs, we’re proud to help our neighbors shine on any stage.

BlueCross BlueShield of Illinois